Corrections

Correction in Article “Risk Factor Treatment and Control in Relation to Coronary Disease Risk in the Spanish Population of the DARIOS Study”, Rev Esp Cardiol. 2011;64:766-73

In the article by Baena-Díez et al. “Risk Factor Treatment and Control in Relation to Coronary Disease Risk in the Spanish Population of the DARIOS Study”, published in Rev Esp Cardiol. 2011;64:766-73, an error has been detected in the English and Spanish abstract. In the last sentence of the epigraph of results, the value of P is incorrectly given as P<.024.

The correct sentence is: Lipid-lowering treatments were more often administered to women with ≥10% coronary risk than to men (59% vs 50%, P=.024).

This correction, properly documented, was made in the electronic version of the article on 14-10-2011.